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Answers to Quiz Questions 
 

1. Which item of furniture was designed over 150 years ago, has 
sold over 50 million copies and is still in production today? – 
‘Chair of Chairs’ designed by Belgium designer Michael Thonet in 

1859. 
 
2. Why was the chair created by Hungarian designer Marcel 

Breuer called a Wassily? - It was named after the Russian painter 
Wassily Kandinsky. 

 

3. Who designed the ‘Glass Puddle’ and what is its real name?  - 
It was created by Finnish designer Alvar Aalto and called a Savoy and 
is used as a vase. 

 
4. Why was the ‘Tulip’ chair designed? – The Swedish designer Eero 

Saarinen felt that a dining room was ‘a forest of legs’ – four legs to 
each chair and a table. 

 
5. Which armchair can you sit, lie or sprawl on? – A beanbag 

armchair. 

 
6. Where does the ‘Toy Tower’ come from? – Denmark. 
 

7. Who was the ‘Great Mouth’ settee inspired by? – Salvador Dali’s 
artwork ‘Face of Mae West Which Can Be Used as an Apartment’. 

 

8. Which sofa was designed specifically with children in mind? –
The indestructible sofa – Klippan (Rock) by the IKEA team in Sweden. 

 

9. What did designer Tejo Remy create? – He collected discarded 
drawers from chests and built a box for each and then tied them 
together with rope to create a unique modern design. 

 

10. What did the British designer Jasper Morrison invent? – A bird 
table. 
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11. Belgian designer Ingo Maurer loves to break the rules and play 
jokes.  What did he design? – He created a chandelier that had 

blank sheets of paper hanging from it instead of crystals. 
 
12. What did the French designer brothers Ronan and Erwan 

Bouroullec create? – They invented shelves like configurations of 
clouds. 

 

13. What is the DIY carpet? – Polish designers Magdalena Lubińska and 
Michal Kopaniszyn created a carpet in the same way as a cut-out doily 
except that he used felt and cut it with a laser. 

 
14. The French designer Jean-Marie Massaud designed a sports 

stadium on a volcano.  What shape did he deisign his armchair 
in? – A Truffle. 

 
15. Which designer invented the Skygarden and what is it? – Dutch 

designer Marcel Wanders invented a special lamp with plaster plants 

inside. 
 
16. Which design could have taken its inspiration from the Hans 

Christian Andersen story ‘Princess and the Pea’? – The ‘Bed for a 
Princess’ – a daybed that consisted of eleven colourful mattresses was 
designed by Nipa Doshi (from India) and Jonathan Levien (from the 

UK). 
 
17. What is the Rotator? – A two-in-one showerbath.  By rotating it can 

become alternatively a bath or a shower. 

 
18. What is the comfy Puzzle? – Designed by French designer Philippe 

Nigro it is a seating system that can be put together like a jigsaw 

puzzle. 
 
19. What was Spanish designer Jaime Hayon inspired by when he 

created his chairs? – Henry VIII and his six wives. 
 
20. What is the ‘Shadow Theatre’? – Dutch designer Tord Boontje 

invented a special lamp for his four-year-old daughter who loved 
flowers, leaves and butterflies – it was called ‘A Hanging Basket’. 
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